LOGISTICS
LEADERSHIP FOR
A NEW ERA OF
SUPPLY CHAIN
DEMANDS

AGILE
FLEXIBLE
LEAN

There is nothing simple about supply chains today. Complexity is
a given and change is a constant. United Facilities can provide the
leadership you need to thrive. A family-run, asset-based 3PL
headquartered in Peoria, Illinois, we own or operate almost nine
million square feet of food grade/organic warehouse space in six
major markets across the U.S.
But we’re much more than a warehousing company. We leverage
our nationwide assets, ownership-first approach and nearly 70
years of logistics know-how to offer some of the most flexible
agreement terms and competitive rates in the industry.
We’re lean, agile and transparent. Fewer layers give you direct
communication with our decision makers and allow us to cut
through the red tape and make course corrections on the fly.
It’s no wonder some of the world’s largest companies trust United
Facilities to manage critical aspects of their supply chains.

Squeezing out waste — It starts at your onboarding:
Applying our best practices in logistics management to
eliminate steps, reduce your need for storage and find
more efficient ways to handle your products.
Minimizing risk — Extreme weather. Business
interruptions. Sudden demand spikes. Need-it-now
expectations. Unanticipated everything. United
Facilities works with you to reduce risk, solve today’s
challenges and make sure you’re ready for tomorrow’s
surprises.
Scaling to your needs — At United Facilities we know
every shipper is different. So whether it’s a planned,
seasonal spike or an unplanned, end-of-the-quarter
rush, we provide only the resources you need.
And nothing less.

POWERED
BY DATA
Driven by a mission to
never stop improving

Data collection and analysis are two of the most
important priorities at United Facilities—and always
have been. That’s because data directs virtually every
aspect of our decision-making. It helps us uncover the
insights that ensure our people, equipment and
facilities are operating at their highest potential.
• Warehouse analytics and statistical modeling help
us predict supply chain demands on our labor and
equipment, make course corrections before constraints
occur and anticipate problems before they happen.
• Our state-of-the-art WMS, efficient facility design and
logistics optimization tools deliver the predictable,
KPI-driven performance you need to evaluate success,
while giving you the agility to pivot quickly in a
shifting marketplace.

Better every day
United Facilities recognized the uncertainties of logistics years ago by
adopting a culture of Continuous Improvement. At every stage of our
operations—from receipt to fulfillment—we look for ways to make things
easier, faster, more streamlined, less costly and more transparent for
our customers.
Because we believe that no matter how well we do things, there’s always
a way to do them better.

WEST COAST
EAST COAST
NO COAST
We go wherever our
customers need us

8 Million Feet2. And Growing.
The United Facilities’ network of logistics
warehouses stretches from the West Coast to
the East Coast and from Denver to Chicago.
These diverse market distribution points
allow us to be regional distribution centers
for some of the largest companies in the U.S.

Our strategic locations—close to ports and
rail—not only help reduce your transportation
costs, but put you in close proximity to key
labor centers. And if you need a new
distribution center, we can help you identify
markets with the most skilled and affordable

workers and the right cultural fit for your
business. Our real estate brokers, working
in tandem with our market analysts,
can help you find the ideal location
anywhere in the country. And we’ll be right
there with you.

At United Facilities we believe in operating Lean. It’s part of our
DNA and driven by our people. How can we increase the value
of our services while helping you do more with less? Less effort.
Less time. Less money. Less risk.
Packaging, kitting, in-store displays and fulfillment engineering
are just a few of the services we offer to help streamline your
operations. Our comprehensive EDI and reporting capabilities
deliver flawless orders to your customers. And our quality
inspection and track-and-trace technologies ensure a safer
supply chain.
It all starts with our people. We train and support them with the
tools they need to work safely and effectively every day, and
then do everything we can to keep them productive—not just
for us, but for you.
It’s one more advantage you get from partnering with a nationally
recognized logistics company, where customer service is much
more than an 800#.

SERVICE
CENTERED.
PEOPLE
POWERED.

MOVING OUR
CUSTOMERS
FORWARD FOR
NEARLY 70
YEARS
United Facilities established its first warehouse
in 1953, when logistics was still a concept for
the military. But by 1959 we had landed one of
the first multiyear warehouse contracts in the
nation and become a pioneer—and a leader—in
the new 3PL industry.
Soon we were growing and expanding across
the country, developing innovative tools to
improve material handling and streamline
warehouse management.
Today, we continue to add services and
technologies to help solve our customers’
supply chain problems, anticipate their needs
and help them adapt to change.
It’s what you’d expect from a logistics leader.
Find out how a logistics innovation leader can
help maximize your supply chain value in a rapidly
changing environment. Visit unifac.com or call
United Facilities today at 866.699.7271.
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